In this approach, TDSP is used for routing of the aircraft which is then fed to the MILP model similar to that by Smeltink. Amongst the stochastic approaches, Gottland et al. [9] use a combination of Genetic algorithm and A* search to generate the schedule. The Genetic algorithm is used for aircraft prioritization and path allocation. A* is used to compute the fitness function of the Genetic algorithm while resolving conflicts. Baijal et al. [4] use Bacterial Foraging on a fixed set of path allocations generated using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to resolve conflicts and generate the schedule.
All the algorithms attempt to minimize the total taxi time including the waiting time of all aircraft. Different strategies have thus been investigated to determine an optimal schedule although all schemes have an evident trade-off between run-time and solution quality; and none provides a testable exact solution.
A very similar problem to aircraft ground scheduling is that of railway routing and scheduling.
These problems are complementary to each other in many respects and belong to a class of optimization problems known as job-shop scheduling. In this class of problems, certain jobs (flights in this case) have to be scheduled across a limited set of machines/resources (runways and taxiways) so as to maximize the throughput and minimize the delay. Branch & bound is one of the standard methods used to tackle such problems.
In this paper, we present an adaptive Branch & Bound based algorithm inspired by the papers on railway scheduling by D'Ariano et al. [1] and Mannino et al. [2] . Their algorithms however do not allow re-routing of trains which divests them from exploring the entire solution space. This algorithm facilitates re-routing of aircraft thus ensuring global optimality. The next section describes in detail the problem setup, inputs and assumptions. Section III explains the design of the optimization model while section IV illustrates the results and performance of the algorithm.
II. Problem Setup
Given the information about the entry-time, origin and destination points for a set of aircraft on an airport, the objective of the optimizer is to generate a conflict free schedule so as to minimize the overall taxi and waiting time while respecting the safety regulations.
A. Modeling
The two key elements to be modeled in the problem are the Airport and the Aircraft. While developing a rigorous and fast approach to the aircraft ground scheduling problem, care has been taken to maintain adequate realism in the modeling.
a. Airport
As is commonly done in this class of problems, the network of runways and taxiways on the airport is modeled as a directed graph with runways and taxiways discretized into segments. The segments are called 'arcs' and links between the arcs are the 'nodes'. Every segment has four attributes namely, the two end nodes, length and arc type (based on whether the arc belongs to a runway or a taxiway). An aircraft at any point on an arc is said to be occupying that arc. Also, if an aircraft waits during its taxi operation, the waiting is defined on the arc and not at a point on the map/graph.
b. Aircraft
The aircraft is modeled as a point object traveling through the graph. The aircraft has seven attributes as follows:
1. Start time: Time when the aircraft enters the map.
Origin:
Node from where the aircraft enters the map.
Destination:
Node from where the aircraft exits the map.
4.
Aircraft speed: Speed of the aircraft as it traverses its path. In the current implementation, the speed of the aircraft is assumed constant all across the map. Also, the aircraft is assumed to have infinite acceleration (which is to say that the aircraft is either moving at a constant speed or waiting).
Trailing separation:
The minimum distance that has to be maintained by a trailing aircraft following this aircraft in order to mitigate the effects of turbulence. This distance is larger for larger aircraft.
6. Landing/Take-off distance: The minimum distance an aircraft has to traverse on the runway (before take-off/after landing). While choosing paths from the pool of possible choices for an aircraft, only the paths with sufficient runway length (based on this parameter) are considered.
7. Priority: The weight of the aircraft in the cost function. Aircraft with higher priority are preferred over those with a lower priority. Thus a high priority aircraft would tend to have lower delays. Landing aircraft are generally assigned higher priority (as circling in the sky is significantly costlier as compared to waiting on ground).
B. Constraints
The constraints to be imposed on the aircraft for a conflict free feasible schedule can be categorized into two types: Conjunctive and Disjunctive constraints. The conjunctive constraints are fixed LP (Linear Programming) type constraints that represent physical path traversals for an aircraft.The disjunctive constraints are either-or type constraints that establish precedence relations between occurrence of two events. These constraints exist in pairs and are resolved when exactly one of the the two conditions is satisfied. In the following section, the first (Travel time) constraint is conjunctive while the subsequent ones are disjunctive. Let sep i and sep j be the trailing separations for two aircraft i and j respectively. If aircraft i and j share the first node k of their succeeding arcs, and say i follows j.
Then if the length of the arc of flight j (i.e. arc (k, m)) is less than sep j , then i must enter its arc (i.e. arc (k, l)) only after j has exited its arc (i.e. arc (k, m)).
If length of arc of flight j (i.e. arc (k, m)) is greater than or equal to sep j , i may enter its arc (i.e.
arc (k, l)) after j is at least at a distance of sep j from node k and visa-versa. Let sep i and sep j be the trailing separations for two aircraft i and j respectively. If aircraft i and j share the second node k of their succeeding arcs, and say i follows j.
Then if the length of the arc of flight i (i.e. arc (l, k)) is less than sep j , then i must enter its arc (i.e. arc (l, k)) only after j has exited its arc (i.e. arc (m, k)).
If length of arc of flight i (i.e. arc (l, k)) is greater than or equal to sep j , i must be at least sep j units away from node k on its arc (i.e. arc (l, k)) when j exits its arc (i.e. arc (m, k)) and visa-versa. 
No two aircraft can simultaneously occupy the same active runway. Either one has to exit before the other enters. This constraint is particularly crucial from a safety point of view as flight speeds reach their maximum on runways.
Say for two aircraft i, j the horizontal path is the runway. i enters the runway at k and exits at l while j enters the runway at k and exits at m. If j leads i, then i can enter node k only after j exits node m and if i leads j, then j can enter node k only after i exits node l. 
C. Objective
The objective of the optimization is to generate a schedule while satisfying all the aforementioned constraints, such that it minimizes the summation over the destination times of all aircraft, weighted by priority.
M inimize :
The output would be, values of t ik for i ∈ (0, N ) & k ∈ (0, n). 
III. Optimization model
The aircraft schedule is a function of two criteria: The path taken by the aircraft and its precedence relation with other aircraft. The optimizer therefore has two fundamental tasks towards generating the globally optimal schedule: Routing and scheduling. The approach used here for optimization does not progress in time but rather in solution cost. The algorithm starts-off from a potentially feasible conflicted solution and resolves the conflicts while simultaneously evaluating the partial cost, until a feasible solution is reached. Thus the path generation and scheduling processes are delinked from each other and hence can be implemented as such.
A. Routing
The routing routine is responsible for generating all valid paths for each flight and feeding them to the scheduler.
a. Route generation
The route generation routine uses Depth First Search (DFS) to search the graph for all simple paths (paths without cycles) between the aircraft's origin and destination nodes. Looking only for simple paths ensures that the DFS algorithm does not get trapped in a loop and generates finite number of paths. Besides, paths containing cycles can not be considered to be valid paths for aircraft routing. The DFS simple path search algorithm is run for every flight.
Only those paths containing sufficient runway length (w.r.t. the aircraft's landing/take-off distance)
are added to the valid path pool. The runway constraint (e) renders the runway blocked for other aircraft, whenever an aircraft enters it. Hence an aircraft is only allowed to use the runway once during its entire path. That is, a runway can not be used as a taxiway. Not only does this rule ensure realism of the solution, but also shrinks the path pool of an aircraft to valid choices thus reducing the run-time.
b. Combination generation
Once all valid routes have been identified for each aircraft, the combination generation routine generates all possible flight-path combinations in order to span the entire feasible solution domain.
These combinations are then fed to the scheduler in order of increasing path lengths (This ensures that the global optimum be identified early on, as shorter paths in general imply better solutions).
B. Scheduling
In order to identify the global optimum, the scheduler has to evaluate every flight-path combination for optimality and deliver the best solution. For a particular flight-path combination, the scheduler has to resolve all conflicts to generate a feasible solution with least cost. The global optimum would be a schedule (with a particular flight-path allocation) that gives the minimum cost of the objective function.
a. MILP & Motivation
Initially, an MILP (Mixed Integer Linear Programming) based brute force approach was tried for scheduling; in which, for every flight-path combination, the overlaps (conflicts) between aircraft were identified. An MILP was generated for these conflicts and fed to a LP (Linear Program) solver (CPLEX) [10] . The MILP solver delivered an optimal ( 
Constraint resolution:
For two flights i and j starting at node 1 and reaching node 3 with trailing separations of 10 units, starting times of 0 and 4 units and speeds of 1 and 2 units respectively, the disjunctive graph looks as follows: Edge (E,A) represents that aircraft i can enter node 1 only after aircraft j exits node 2. These edges are paired and represent one disjunctive pair. Only one of these two edges can be retained for a feasible solution to be generated. The scheduler makes the choice of an edge from every disjunctive pair in order to minimize the cost.
The length of a disjunctive edge represents the buffer time to be maintained between the two events.
A length of zero implies that the succeeding event can start immediately after the preceding one. If in the above problem, the trailing separations of flights i and j are reduced from 10 units to 3 and 6 units respectively, the disjunctive graph (based on the constraints in 2-B) will change as follows: The maximum distance between two nodes on the disjunctive graph represents the minimum time difference to be maintained between the two events for feasibility. A matrix of these nodes represents the distances. Whenever a new disjunctive edge is added, an algorithm (of O(n 2 ) per edge, n being the number of disjunctive nodes), on the lines of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm is used to update the distance matrix. A feasible solution is the one in which every disjunctive constraint has been appropriately resolved with a choice of an edge from the pair. An optimal solution is a feasible solution in which the objective (summation of the maximum distance between the dummy origin node and destination nodes of each aircraft weighted by priority) is minimum.
Feasibility:
Not every combination of disjunctive arc choices implies a feasible solution. In figure 7 Choosing arcs (B,D) and (F,B) for the two constraints respectively implies aircraft i leads aircraft j on arc (1,2) while j leads i on arc (2,3) which is infeasible. The disjunctive graph essentially establishes relations between a series of events. The above choice of arcs implies that event B has to occur before event D and after event F which in turn occurs after event D. Infeasibility in a disjunctive graph manifests itself as a cycle (BDEFB in this case) and hence, any solution graph containing a cycle implies infeasibility. Because the distance matrix stores the longest paths between any two nodes, a cycle containing any node i is detected when the the matrix shows a non-zero distance between nodes (i, i).
Constraint grouping:
Although a cycle in the graph implies infeasibility, the converse is not true. Consider the case in figure 9 . Choice of edges (A,D) and (E,B) is an infeasible solution although no cycle is formed in this situation. Thus this infeasibility goes unnoticed in the cycle-detection scheme. However, what can be contended is that, the choice of certain disjunctive edges precludes some other choices. [1] Like in this case, choice of edge (A,D) forces the choice of edge (B,E) and the choice of edge (D,A) forces the choice of edge (E,B). If such interconnected constraints are grouped, infeasibility would be avoided. For a pair of aircraft, interconnected constraints occur between consecutive (adjacent) events. The following example exhibits this relation. Aircraft i takes the path 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 while aircraft j takes the path 1-2-3-9-10-6-7-8: After the constraints are identified and grouped, they are fed to the B&B tree for resolution. Every node of this tree represents a partial resolution of the constraints.
Branching:
The root-node of the tree is a disjunctive graph with only conjunctive constraints. The root-node physically implies that, every aircraft would be scheduled independently of others (due to absence of any precedence relations/disjunctive constraints). The partial cost corresponding to the root-node is essentially the value of the objective function without any waiting for any aircraft. Beyond this, the tree is fed the disjunctive constraint groups, one at a time, for resolution. The resolution of a constraint group implies two precedence choices (based on the choice of disjunctive arcs). Thus at every node, a new constraint group is resolved leading to formation of two branches at that node.
The partial costs of the two newly formed nodes represent the the updated value of the objective function with the corresponding choice of disjunctive arcs. The B&B tree is thus branched at every node with every level representing a particular constraint group.
Pruning:
A feasible solution is generated only after all the constraint groups have been resolved. Therefore all nodes of the B&B tree (except the leaf-nodes) only represent potentially feasible solutions with partially resolved conflicts. The root-node has the minimum value of cost function due to unresolved conflicts. Resolution of conflicts leads to rise in value of the cost function. Therefore the partial cost of any node represents the lower bound of the schedule for that choice of precedence relations.
The upper bound of the cost function is the value of the objective function corresponding to the best solution found yet. Hence if the value of the lower bound of a particular node is found to be greater than the current upper bound, that node is discarded. That node is discarded, because any further exploration of the node would only cause a further rise in the cost function ultimately leading to a worse solution than the best one found yet.
Prioritization:
The performance of a Branch & Bound algorithm entirely depends upon the appropriate balance between branching and pruning; which in turn depends on two criteria: the order in which the tree-nodes are explored and the order in which constraint groups are resolved.
The ability of a B&B tree to prune itself depends upon the value of the upper bound. Lower the value of upper bound, higher the pruning and hence better the performance. Therefore early identification of good solutions is necessary. Two criteria have been used to prioritize the tree-nodes.
Initially when the upper bound is infinite, pruning does not occur as any lower bound is always less than the upper bound (infinity). Hence at this stage, early identification of a feasible solution with a finite cost is necessary. Therefore initially the tree-nodes are prioritized based on their level in the tree, which is same as the number of constraint groups resolved yet. Once a feasible solution is identified and the upper bound lowered to a finite value, the tree-node prioritization criterion is set to the partial cost or the lower bound of that node. Because, a lower value of the lower bound implies a higher potential to lead to a better solution.
Closer the pruning occurs to the root-node, better is the performance of the algorithm. Since pruning occurs when lower bound of a node exceeds the upper bound, prioritizing the constraint groups that lead to maximum increase in partial cost would lead to early pruning. In this problem, since runways are the most utilized and least available resource, they act as bottle-necks in scheduling.
Therefore constraint groups containing the maximum runway constraints are prioritized.
The tree is thus branched and pruned based on the relation between the lower and upper bounds.
If a leaf-node is reached whose cost is found to be lower than the upper bound, it implies that a better solution has been identified. The upper bound is then updated, which leads to better pruning for the subsequent trees.
IV. Results
The algorithm has been implemented in C++ and Python has been used for solution visualization.
The results have been generated on an Intel Xeon Quad Core processor. In the following two sections, the results of the algorithm on problems by Roling et al. [3] and Baijal et al. [4] have been illustrated. The runway constraints (2-B-e) and Landing/Take-off distance criteria have been relaxed in this run to match the constraint model with that mentioned in the corresponding paper.
A. Roling et al. [3] 
(2) (4)
Flight scheduling : time evolution 
(4) (3)
Flight scheduling : time evolution It can be observed that the total runtime of the optimizer increases rapidly with the number of aircraft. It can also be seen that the global optimum is identified at a very early stage in the run 
V. Conclusions and Future work
Aircraft Ground Movement Optimization has been modeled as a job-shop scheduling problem and solved using a Branch & Bound based approach inspired from the railway scheduling methods used by D'Ariano et al. [1] and Mannino et al. [2] . The primary advantage of this approach over all other approaches investigated is its guaranteed optimality. The optimizer has been developed as a real-time decision support tool for Air Traffic Controllers. In that context, the algorithm is capable of identifying globally optimal schedules on the fly for typical problem sizes. For larger problem sizes, the algorithm is able to generate potentially optimal or near optimal solutions with predefined tolerance limits within few seconds.
Although substantially realistic, the algorithm still lacks in aircraft speed profiling. All aircraft speeds in the current model are assumed to be binary, thus creating a gap between ideal and real operations. Hence introduction of continuously variable aircraft speeds is necessary to improve the veracity of schedules. Secondly, whilst the algorithm is capable of optimally scheduling aircraft within realistic problem sizes, the incorporation of the concept of rolling horizons on lines of Smeltink et al. [5] is crucial. This would enable the algorithm to continuously generate optimized schedules for every aircraft subject to other flights within its spacial and temporal vicinity. The cost based nature of the B&B tree would make this implementation quite straightforward.
